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Abstract
Genomic analysis of a large set of phages infecting the common hostMycobacterium smegmatis mc2155
shows that they span considerable genetic diversity. There are more than 20 distinct types that lack nucleotide
similarity with each other, and there is considerable diversity within most of the groups. Three newly isolated
temperate mycobacteriophages, Bongo, PegLeg, and Rey, constitute a new group (cluster M), with the closely
related phages Bongo and PegLeg forming subcluster M1 and the more distantly related Rey forming
subcluster M2. The cluster M mycobacteriophages have siphoviral morphologies with unusually long tails, are
homoimmune, and have larger than average genomes (80.2 to 83.7 kbp). They exhibit a variety of features not
previously described in other mycobacteriophages, including noncanonical genome architectures and several
unusual sets of conserved repeated sequences suggesting novel regulatory systems for both transcription and
translation. In addition to containing transfer-messenger RNA and RtcB-like RNA ligase genes, their genomes
encode 21 to 24 tRNA genes encompassing complete or nearly complete sets of isotypes. We predict that
these tRNAs are used in late lytic growth, likely compensating for the degradation or inadequacy of host
tRNAs. They may represent a complete set of tRNAs necessary for late lytic growth, especially when taken
together with the apparent lack of codons in the same late genes that correspond to tRNAs that the genomes
of the phages do not obviously encode.
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ABSTRACT
Genomic analysis of a large set of phages infecting the common hostMycobacterium smegmatismc2155 shows that they span con-
siderable genetic diversity. There are more than 20 distinct types that lack nucleotide similarity with each other, and there is con-
siderable diversity within most of the groups. Three newly isolated temperate mycobacteriophages, Bongo, PegLeg, and Rey,
constitute a new group (cluster M), with the closely related phages Bongo and PegLeg forming subcluster M1 and the more dis-
tantly related Rey forming subcluster M2. The cluster Mmycobacteriophages have siphoviral morphologies with unusually long
tails, are homoimmune, and have larger than average genomes (80.2 to 83.7 kbp). They exhibit a variety of features not previ-
ously described in other mycobacteriophages, including noncanonical genome architectures and several unusual sets of con-
served repeated sequences suggesting novel regulatory systems for both transcription and translation. In addition to containing
transfer-messenger RNA and RtcB-like RNA ligase genes, their genomes encode 21 to 24 tRNA genes encompassing complete or
nearly complete sets of isotypes. We predict that these tRNAs are used in late lytic growth, likely compensating for the degrada-
tion or inadequacy of host tRNAs. They may represent a complete set of tRNAs necessary for late lytic growth, especially when
taken together with the apparent lack of codons in the same late genes that correspond to tRNAs that the genomes of the phages
do not obviously encode.
IMPORTANCE
The bacteriophage population is vast, dynamic, and old and plays a central role in bacterial pathogenicity. We know surprisingly
little about the genetic diversity of the phage population, althoughmetagenomic and phage genome sequencing indicates that it
is great. Probing the depth of genetic diversity of phages of a common host,Mycobacterium smegmatis, provides a higher resolu-
tion of the phage population and how it has evolved. Three new phages constituting a new cluster M further expand the diversity
of the mycobacteriophages and introduce novel features. As such, they provide insights into phage genome architecture, virion
structure, and gene regulation at the transcriptional and translational levels.
The bacteriophage population is large, dynamic, old, and geneti-callydiverse (1).Over1,000phagegenomeshavebeensequenced,
and the majority are double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) tailed phages,
classified morphologically in the order Caudovirales. The genomes
of dsDNA tailed phages vary in length from20 kbp to over 500
kbp (2) and typically contain 20 to 30 genes encoding virion struc-
ture and assembly functions, genes coding for DNA and nucleo-
tide metabolism, a lysis cassette, and regulatory systems. The ge-
nomes of temperate phages typically encode repressors, contain
operators, and frequently include systems for phage genome inte-
gration. However, with the exception of the few well-studied
phage prototypes, the majority of genes carried by phages are of
unknown function (1).
Mycobacteriophages—viruses of mycobacterial hosts such as
Mycobacterium smegmatis and Mycobacterium tuberculosis—rep-
resent one of the largest collections of phages with completely
sequenced genomes that are known to infect a single common
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host strain (M. smegmatismc2155) (3, 4). The 285 mycobacterio-
phage genomes currently available in GenBank are all dsDNA
tailed phages classified morphologically as either siphoviral or
myoviral and encompass substantial sequence diversity (4–6).
Comparison at the nucleotide sequence level reveals groups of
genomes that aremore closely related to each other than to others,
and these are referred to as clusters; members of a cluster typically
share nucleotide sequence similarity that spans more than 50% of
their genome lengths and have closely related gene contents (7).
Currently, 15 clusters (cluster A to cluster O) as well as nine sin-
gleton genomes, each of which has no close relatives, have been
described (6). These phages have been important for developing
genetic approaches for themycobacteria and tuberculosis diagno-
sis (4, 8–10) andmore generally for genome engineering in heter-
ologous systems (11, 12).
Although the degree of sequence diversity among the myco-
bacteriophages is considerable, they also have a broad array of
notable features. For example, the cluster C phages and the single-
ton phage Wildcat have large sets of tRNA genes, whereas other
phages have either no tRNA genes or perhaps one or two (13, 14).
In the phages with siphoviral morphologies (all phages except
those of cluster C), the 25 to 30 virion structure and assembly
genes have a shared synteny. The genes either can be tightly packed
and occupy minimal genome space (e.g., 23 kbp in cluster G
phages [15]) or can be interspersed with apparently nonstructure
genes expanding the operon to over 35 kbp (e.g., cluster J [5]). In
phageMarvin, several of the tail genes are displaced and relocated
about 20 kbp from their canonical position (16). Cluster A phages
have a complex immunity system in which the repressor binds to
multiple stoperator sites located throughout the genome (14, 17),
and in the cluster G phages, establishment of immunity is unusu-
ally dependent on phage integration (18). Some phage genomes
have multiple repeated sequences that are not obviously associ-
ated with immunity, including the translation start-associated se-
quences (SASs) in the cluster K phages, a subset of which also
contains an upstream extended start-associated sequence (ESAS)
(19). The origins of all this diversity are not clear, but it has been
suggested that it reflects the ability of the viruses to relatively rap-
idly switch from one host to another. This ability then enables a
speedy migration across the bacterial landscape, provided that a
diverse set of relatively closely related bacterial cells is present in
that environment (20). Viral genomes are architecturally mosaic,
and gene acquisition by horizontal exchange provides a mecha-
nism for rapid adaptation to new host environments (13, 20, 21).
We describe here three mycobacteriophages that are not
closely related to other phages and constitute a new cluster, cluster
M. The genomes of phages Bongo, PegLeg, and Rey are longer
than the average mycobacteriophage genome (80.2 to 83.7 kbp)
and have several features of interest, including unusual and com-
plex sets of conserved repeated sequences and intriguing suites of
tRNA genes with potential regulatory roles.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Isolation, genome sequencing, and bioinformatic analysis.Mycobacte-
riophage Rey was isolated by direct plating of a soil sample collected in
Houston, TX, on lawns ofM. smegmatismc2155; Bongo and PegLeg were
isolated by enrichment withM. smegmatismc2155 from soil samples col-
lected in St. Louis,MO, and LosAngeles, CA, respectively (Table 1).High-
titer lysates were prepared and DNA extracted, and the genomes were
sequenced using 454 pyrosequencing. Bongo, PegLeg, and Rey were se-
quenced at the Genome Institute of Washington University in St. Louis,
the University of California, Los Angeles, Genotyping and Sequencing
Core, and the University of Pittsburgh Genomics and Proteomics Core
Laboratories, respectively. Genomes were assembled using the NewBler
andConsed programs (22), and the assemblies were reviewed for comple-
tion at the Pittsburgh Bacteriophage Institute. Genomes were annotated
using theDNAMaster (http://cobamide2.bio.pitt.edu/), GLIMMER (23),
GeneMark (24), BLAST, HHPred (25), and Phamerator (Mycobacterio-
phage_285 database) (26) programs. Dot plots were constructed using the
Gepard program (27), and further bioinformatic analyseswere performed
using the DNA Master, FindTerm (Softberry), Splitstree (28), GLAM2,
GLAM2SCAN, and MEME (29) programs. tRNAs were identified using
the Aragorn (v1.2.36) program with default settings (30) or by the
tRNAscan-SE (v1.23) program (31, 32) with default settings, except for
bacterial source, relaxed scan modes, and s Cove score of 2. Following
comparative analyses, revisions were made to the tRNA genes that in-
cluded a deletion of mycobacteriophage Rey gene 113.
Lysogeny and immunity assays of cluster M phages. Serial dilutions
of high-titer lysates of Bongo and Rey were spotted onto lawns of mc2155,
and turbid infected areas were picked and streaked for single colonies.
FIG 1 Virion morphologies of mycobacteriophages Bongo, PegLeg, and Rey.
Bongo, PegLeg, and Rey samples were put on carbon-coated 400-mesh copper
grids and stained with 1% uranyl acetate. Phages were visualized by transmission
electron microscopy. All three phages have an isometric icosahedral head and
flexible tail, with heads 64 nm in diameter and tails 348 nm long. Bar, 100 nm.
TABLE 1 Features of cluster M mycobacteriophages
Phage Subcluster Length (bp)
GC content
(%)a
No. of
ORFsb
No. of
tRNAs
No. of
tmRNAs
School
performing
sequencingc
Isolation
location Endsd
GenBank
accession no.
Bongo M1 80,228 61.6 132 22 1 WUSTL St. Louis, MO cos JN699628
PegLeg M1 80,955 61.5 138 21 1 UCLA Los Angeles, CA cos KC900379
Rey M2 83,724 60.9 152 24 1 Pitt Houston, TX cos JF937105
a The average mycobacteriophage GC content is 64%.
b ORFs, open reading frames.
c WUSTL, Washington University at St. Louis; UCLA, University of California, Los Angeles; Pitt, University of Pittsburgh.
d All three phage genomes have cphesive (cos) ends.
Pope et al.
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Colonies were patched onto Middlebrook 7H10 plates and overlaid with
soft agar containingmc2155. Putative lysogens were identified by clearing
of the overlaid lawn—reflecting phage release—and grown in liquid 7H9
medium. Lysogeny was confirmed by immunity and phage release.
Electronmicroscopy of clusterMphages.High-titer lysates of cluster
M phages were serially diluted and spotted on a Middlebrook 7H10 plate
overlaid with soft agar and M. smegmatis mc2155; plates were incubated
for 24 h at 37°C. Spots with confluent plaques were gently washed with 10
l of phage buffer several times by pipetting up and down to recover
phage particles. The liquid phage sample was then diluted 1:2 with phage
buffer, and 5 l was placed on carbon-Formvar-coated glow-discharged
copper grids. The sample was allowed to stand for 30 s, rinsed with dou-
ble-distilled H2O, stained with 1% uranyl acetate, and visualized with an
FEI Morgagni transmission electron microscope (TEM).
Mass spectrometry of Rey virions. A high-titer lysate of Rey (1010
PFU/ml) was precipitated overnight with 10% polyethylene glycol 8000,
collected by centrifugation (5,500 g, 10min), and resuspended in phage
buffer for 30min. The suspension wasmixed with CsCl (0.85 g/ml) and
sealed in a heat-sealed ultracentrifuge tube (Beckman). The sample was
spun for 16 h at 85,000 g in a Ti70.1 rotor, and the visible phage band
was collected and dialyzed against phage buffer. Phage particles were pel-
leted in a microcentrifuge by spinning at top speed for 30 min. The phage
pellet was resuspended in 75 l of 20 mM dithiothreitol, 2 l of 0.5 M
EDTA was added, and the particles were heated to 70°C. The sample was
chilled on ice for 10min, sonicated twice for 10 s, mixed with SDS sample
buffer, and loaded onto a 12%SDS-polyacrylamide gel. The proteins were
electrophoresed until they just barely entered the resolving portion of the
gel, such that all proteins were contained within a narrow region. The gel
FIG 2 Immune specificities of cluster M lysogens. Lysogens of Bongo and Rey
were isolated, and the three cluster M phages andWildcat were tested for their
ability to infect the lysogens through serial dilution and spotting of the lysates
on the lysogen lawns. The cluster M phages are homoimmune but do not
confer immunity to Wildcat. BPs, a cluster G phage, is included as a positive
control.
FIG 3 Nucleotide sequence comparisons of cluster M phages. (A) Dot plot comparison of mycobacteriophage genomes. Bongo, PegLeg, Rey, and Wildcat
nucleotide sequences were catenated and compared using the programGepard. Bottom left and top right triangles, less andmore stringent outputs, respectively.
(B) Average nucleotide identities. The nucleotide sequences of all cluster M genomes and Wildcat were compared to each other using DNA Master’s average
nucleotide identity algorithm.
Cluster M Mycobacteriophages
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was stained with Coomassie blue, the protein band was excised, and the
proteins were subjected to in-gel trypsin digestion. Tryptic fragments
were eluted from the gel, run on a reverse-phase high-pressure liquid
chromatography (HPLC) column, and subjected to electrospray and tan-
dem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) in an LTQ ion trap MS. Mass spectra
were analyzed using the Scaffold (v4) program.
Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. Revised genome annotations
were submitted to GenBank (accession numbers JF937105, JN699628, and
KC900379).
RESULTS
Bongo, PegLeg, and Rey constitute members of mycobacterio-
phage clusterM.MycobacteriophagesBongo,PegLeg, andReywere
isolated in St. Louis,MO;LosAngeles, CA; andHouston,TX, respec-
tively (6). All three have siphoviral morphologies (Fig. 1). All three
clusterMphagesmake turbidplaquesonM. smegmatismc2155, and
we recovered lysogens from Bongo and Rey infections. These ly-
sogens were tested for immunity to infection by all three clusterM
phages, as well as to Wildcat and BPs, a member of cluster G (Fig.
2). Bongo and Rey are likely part of the same immunity group but
do not confer immunity to either BPs or Wildcat.
The three cluster M genomes vary in length from 80,228 bp to
83,724 bp (Table 1), lengths that are somewhat longer than the
averagemycobacteriophage genome length of 70 kbp (4). Dot plot
analysis shows that they share substantial DNA sequence similar-
ity spanning greater than 50% of their genome lengths (Fig. 3A),
and they share high levels of average nucleotide sequence identity
(Fig. 3B). A gene content network analysis clearly shows the sim-
ilarity between Bongo, PegLeg, and Rey (Fig. 4), and alignment of
the genome maps indicates closely related architectures (Fig. 5).
Taken together, phages Bongo, PegLeg, and Rey are clearly more
closely related to each other than to other mycobacteriophages,
and we propose that these constitute cluster M. Accession num-
bers are shown in Table 1.
Several features of the singleton phageWildcat are shared with
the clusterMphages (e.g., tRNA arrays, gene content, and genome
architecture; see below), and dot plot analysis showed weak but
identifiable sequence similarity (Fig. 3). However, alignment of
any of the cluster M phages with Wildcat using Align Two se-
quences with BLASTN showed that the similarity spanned less
than 50% of their genome lengths, and we conclude that Wildcat
is insufficiently closely related to Bongo, PegLeg, and Rey to war-
rant inclusion in cluster M.
Although the three cluster M genomes are clearly related,
Bongo and PegLeg are considerably more closely related to each
other than either is to Rey, as illustrated by the branching pattern
seen in the Splits Tree representation of their gene content rela-
tionships (Fig. 4), by dot plot analysis (Fig. 3A), and by the differ-
ences in the average nucleotide sequence identity values (Fig. 3B).
We therefore propose that cluster M is divided into two subclus-
ters, with Bongo and PegLeg forming subcluster M1 and Rey rep-
resenting subclusterM2 (Table 1). Alignment of the genomemaps
further supports this division (Fig. 5).
FIG 4 Splits Tree representation of the gene content of 285 sequenced and annotatedmycobacteriophages. The 32,802 genes of the 285 genomes were compared
to each pairwise by use of the BLASTP and ClustalW programs. Similar genes were sorted into 3,435 phams using the program Phamerator (26). Genomes were
determined to have the same gene if they hadmembers in the same pham. The overall gene content of each genome is shown here using the program Splits Tree.
Pope et al.
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Unusual genome architecture of cluster M phages. There are
several noncanonical features of the cluster M phages that distin-
guish them from other mycobacteriophage genomes that have
been described. First, although the organization of the virion
structure and assembly genes is typical of other phages with sipho-
viral morphologies—ordered as terminase, portal, protease, scaf-
folding, major capsid subunit, head-tail connector proteins, ma-
jor tail subunit, tail assembly chaperones, tapemeasure protein,
and minor tail proteins—the terminase is separated from the left
cohesive end by 4 to 5 kbp DNA containing 10 to 15 small, left-
ward-transcribed genes (Fig. 6 to 8). More than 30% of the Rey
genes are different from those in Bongo and PegLeg, and most of
the genes are of unknown function (Fig. 5). The exceptions are the
gp3 genes of Bongo, PegLeg, and Rey that encode Lsr2-like pro-
teins, and although Lsr2 proteins have been described in myco-
bacteriophages within clusters E, J, and L, they are typically lo-
cated within right-arm genes, and their specific roles are ill
defined. In Mycobacterium spp., Lsr2 proteins are small DNA-
bridging proteins that may play a role in DNA compaction. The
lysis cassette is located immediately downstream of the virion
structural genes, a common location for all the mycobacterio-
phages except those in cluster A (Fig. 5).
The integration cassette of cluster M phages is in an unusual
location, positioned 12 kbp (15% of the genome length) from
the genome right ends (Fig. 5 to 8). Among the mycobacterio-
phages, the integration cassette is typically located near the center
of the genome, irrespective of genome length. The greatest depar-
ture from the genome center reported previously is in phage Bru-
jita, in which the integrase is positioned 39%of the genome length
from the left end, although we note that there are other examples
FIG 5 Comparison of cluster M phage genomes. The three cluster M genomes are shown aligned with each other and drawn in three tiers. Maps were generated
using Phamerator (26) and have the following features. The center ruler for each phage shows the genome length (in kilobases), and rightward- and leftward-
transcribed genes are shown as boxes above and below the genome, respectively. Gene boxes are colored according to phamily membership, with each pham
number listed above the gene and the number of pham members given in parentheses. Spectrum-colored shading between the genomes displays nucleotide
sequence similarity determined by BLASTN, with themost similar shown in violet and the least similar shown in red, with aminimal cutoff E value of 104. This
figure illustrates the overall relationships between these genomes, and more detailed maps of each of them are shown in Fig. 6 to 8.
Cluster M Mycobacteriophages
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of nonmycobacteriophages where the integrase is not centrally
located, including Streptomyces phages C31 (33) and R4 and
their respective relatives (34). Although many of the genes sur-
rounding the integration cassette in the cluster M phages are of
unknown function, several genes involved in DNA and RNAme-
tabolism can be identified, and there is an unusually large cluster
of tRNA genes. Each of these features is discussed in further detail
below.
Virion structure and assembly genes. The 22 virion structure
and assembly genes are tightly linked in a rightward-transcribed
operon in the left arms of the genomes. Although somemycobac-
teriophage genomes—especially those in cluster J (5)—are replete
with insertions of nonstructural genes throughout the structural
operon, this is not observed in the cluster M phages. The sole
possible exception is the first rightward-transcribed gene (e.g.,
Bongo 12; Fig. 6); there are few bioinformatic clues as to its func-
tion or whether it is expressed, but it is not uncommon to find
HNH genes in similar locations in other genomes. A striking fea-
ture of the operon is the exceptionally long tapemeasure gene
(tmp; 6.8 kbp), the longest of any in mycobacteriophages de-
scribed, reflecting the long tails of the cluster M phages (Fig. 1).
The correlation between tmp gene length and tail length (one
codon/1.5 Å) reflects that reported for other siphoviral phages
(13). Interestingly, the Tmp protein of the subcluster M2 phage
Rey has substantially diverged from the Tmp proteins of Bongo
and PegLeg and shares only 47% amino acid identity, in contrast
to the two tail genes to its right, which share 89% and 86% amino
acid identities, respectively, with those of the subcluster M1
phages. However, all three have features that are common to tape-
measure proteins, with a high proportion of glycine plus alanine
residues (20%), strongly predicted coiled-coil domains near
their N termini, and a predicted peptidoglycan-hydrolyzingmotif
in the C-terminal half of the protein. This transglycosylase motif
belongs to Tmpmotif 1 described previously (13), although it is a
relative far distant from those in other mycobacteriophages.
The cluster Mmajor capsid subunits are predicted by HHPred
to contain an HK97-like fold and, in addition to being related to
the Wildcat capsid subunit (47% amino acid identity), have se-
quence similarity to the cluster L phages, such as LeBron and
Rumpelstiltskin (37% amino acid identity). Like Wildcat and the
cluster L phages (4, 14), the cluster M major capsid subunit and
major tail proteins contain predicted Ig-like domains in their C-
terminal100 residues, and they are weakly related to each other
(30% amino acid identity), a relationship also seen in Bxb1 and
related phages (35). The Ig-like protein domains arewidespread in
phage proteins and have been proposed to play accessory roles in
phage infection by weakly interacting with carbohydrates on the
bacterial cell surface and by allowing the phages to bind to glycans
from mucosal membranes of metazoans, allowing the phages ac-
cess to bacterial inhabitants of those layers (36, 37).
Following the tapemeasure protein gene are eight predicted
minor tail proteins (Fig. 6 to 8). The first two of these (e.g., Bongo
FIG 6 Genomemap of mycobacteriophage Bongo. The annotated map of the Bongo genome is shown, with features displayed as described in the legend to Fig.
5. Putative functions are shown above genes, and terminators (t) are shown on either the top or bottom strand. The locations of conserved repeats (CR1, CR2,
CR3, CR4) are indicated. HJ resolvase, Holliday junction resolvase.
Pope et al.
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gene 27 and Bongo gene 28) are closely related in all three cluster
M phages (80% amino acid identity), but the others are more
distantly related between the subcluster M1 and M2 phages. For
example, Rey gp35 and gp36 have little recognizable sequence
similarity to their counterparts in Bongo (gp31 and gp32, respec-
tively). Rey gp35 is glycine rich (16%)—a not uncommon fea-
ture of phage tail fiber proteins—and is more closely related to
cluster L tail proteins (e.g., LeBron gp21; 27%amino acid identity)
than to the cluster M1 phages. The minor tail protein gene cluster
extends through to Bongo gene 34, PegLeg gene 34, and Rey gene
39, and the last of these is related to the gene for Marvin gp57,
which has been shown to be a virion component (16). In addition,
Rey gp39 was identified as a virion component bymass spectrom-
etry (see below; Table 2).
The protein composition of Rey was analyzed using tandem
mass spectrometry. Rey virions were purified by CsCl density gra-
dient ultracentrifugation and then electrophoresed into a single
band in an SDS-polyacrylamide gel. The particle proteins from the
gel slice were digested with trypsin, and the resulting tryptic pep-
tides were concentrated using reverse-phase HPLC, followed by
loading into an ion-trapmass spectrometer. Peptides were further
fragmented and analyzed for themass and charge of the composite
pieces. Spectra were compared to those in a database generated
from the coding sequences of the Rey genome using the program
Scaffold (v4) (Table 2).
Themost abundant Rey virion peptides correspond to thema-
jor capsid protein and the major tail subunit, and other expected
virion proteins were identified, including the tapemeasure (gp30),
portal (gp19), minor tail component (gp31, gp39), and head-to-
tail connector (gp23, gp24, and gp26) proteins. However, several
predicted virion proteins were not identified with high confi-
dence, includingminor tail proteins gp32, gp33, gp34, gp35, gp36,
gp37, and gp38. Peptides for most of these were identified in the
mass spectrometry data, but at lower confidence levels, perhaps in
part reflecting a lower abundance of these proteins in the particles
or a lack of suitable trypsin cleavage sites. A peptide from the large
terminase subunit was also detected, a finding which was not ex-
pected and could indicate contamination of the sample with in-
completely packaged particles. Two independent mass spectrom-
etry runs generated similar profiles. Surprisingly, three proteins
encoded by right-arm genes were identified as virion components
with high confidence, an Erf-like recombinase (gp61), a single-
strandedDNA (ssDNA) binding protein (SSB; gp73), and a ClpP-
like protease (gp65) (Table 2). While we cannot rule out the pos-
sibility that these are simply contaminants of the initial phage
sample, examination of the CsCl-banded phage sample by TEM
showed no recognizable host or viral subparticles other than
phage virions. The prevalence of the Erf peptides in themass spec-
trometry data strongly suggests that the Erf protein in particular is
indeed virion associated.
FIG 7 Genomemap ofmycobacteriophage PegLeg. The annotatedmap of the PegLeg genome is shown, with features displayed as described in the legend to Fig.
5. Putative functions are shown above genes, and terminators (t) are shown on either the top or bottom strand. The locations of conserved repeats (CR1, CR2,
CR3, CR4) are indicated.
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Lysis cassette. Immediately downstream of the virion struc-
tural protein genes is the lysis cassette, which includes both lysin A
and lysin B separated by two small genes. We propose that the
second of these smaller genes (Bongo gp37, PegLeg gp37, and Rey
gp42) is the holin, with each having twopredicted transmembrane
domains, although they are not related at the sequence level to any
other mycobacteriophage proteins. The first small protein (e.g.,
Bongo gp36, 78 amino acids) contains an N-terminal predicted
transmembrane domain, and its role is unclear, although it could
perform a chaperone-like role in lysis, as proposed for gp1 of
phageMs6 (38). The lysin A proteins have domain structures cor-
responding to organization A (Org-A) (39), although the only
other similar mycobacteriophage lysin is that encoded by the sin-
gleton phage Patience (gp41; 36% amino acid identity). The clus-
ter M lysin B proteins are also distantly related to other lysin B
proteins, with the closest non-clusterM relative beingDS6A (42%
amino acid identity) (6). The last gene in the rightward operon is
a predicted NrdH-like glutaredoxin, and although related pro-
teins are quite common in the mycobacteriophages, they are not
typically found in this location (with the exception of the cluster J
phages). However, it is unlikely that they play a role in cluster M
phage lysis.
Immunity functions and the integration cassette. Although
the cluster M phages are temperate and form stable lysogens, the
genes responsible for repressor function cannot be easily identi-
fied. In other phages, it is common for the repressor to be diver-
gently transcribed froman adjacentCro-like protein (40), and this
is seen inmycobacteriophages such as BPs (18) andGiles (41), but
not in others, such as L5 and its relatives (14, 42). In the cluster M
phages, there are only two regions with divergent transcription
(e.g., Bongo genes 11 and 12 and genes 49 and 50; Fig. 6), but they
contain no proteins with predicted DNA binding activity. How-
ever, we note that there are examples of other mycobacteriophage
repressors that also do not contain predicted DNA bindingmotifs
(41). In some phages, the repressor genes are located near the
integration functions (18), but none of the cluster M genes near
the integrase has repressor-like features.
As noted above, each of the cluster M phages encodes an inte-
grase of the serine recombinase family. There aremany other sim-
ilar mycobacteriophage integrases, although they are almost ex-
clusively found in cluster A phages. One exception is that encoded
by the cluster K phage Larva (6) and is the most closely related to
the cluster M integrases (28% amino acid identity). Attachment
sites for serine integrases cannot be readily predicted because of
the lack of extended sequence similarity between attP and attB
sites (43), although regions of imperfectly conserved inverted
symmetry immediately to the right of the integrase genes are can-
didates for providing attP function. The intergenic regions to the
right of the int genes are only moderately conserved between Rey
and the subcluster M1 phages, raising the question as to whether
they use the same attB site. Predicting the location of a putative
recombination directionality factor (RDF) is complicated by the
FIG 8 Genome map of mycobacteriophage Rey. The annotated map of the Rey genome is shown, with features displayed as described in the legend to Fig. 5.
Putative functions are shown above genes and terminators (t) are shown on either the top or bottom strand. The locations of conserved repeats (CR1, CR2, CR3,
CR4) are indicated.
Pope et al.
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variety of different proteins that can perform this function (44–
46). However, we note that located near the integrases are genes
encoding phosphoesterases (Bongo gp125, PegLeg gp129, Rey
gp144), reminiscent of the RDF encoded by the gene for Bxb1
(gp47) (45), which is also predicted to function as a phosphoes-
terase. However, the phosphoesterase activity of Bxb1 gp47 is not
required for its RDF function (47), and as Bxb1 gp47 and the
clusterM phosphoesterases are unrelated at the sequence level, an
RDF function cannot be confidently predicted.
Other nonstructural genes. In the rightmost 48 kbp of the
cluster M genomes, the genes appear to be organized into three
large groups: a leftward-transcribed set of 10 to 12 genes (Fig. 6 to
8) immediately adjacent to the virion genes, a rightward-tran-
scribed group of80 genes that includes many tRNA genes (dis-
cussed below), and a leftward-transcribed set of25 genes at the
right ends of the genomes. The functions of less than 25% of these
genes can be predicted using BLASTP and HHPred searches.
Many of these are associated with nucleic acid metabolism and
includeDNAhelicases, a DnaQ-like exonuclease, an ssDNAbind-
ing protein, an Erf-like recombinase, Holliday junction resolvase,
nucleotide binding proteins, the putative RNA ligase component
RtcB (48), and HNH endonucleases. All three genomes also en-
code proteins containing putative protein tyrosine phosphatase
catalytic domain (PTPc) kinase/phosphatase domains, although
the genes are located differently in the three genomes (Bongo gene
83, PegLeg gene 82, and Rey gene 135). Additional predicted func-
tions include a Band-7 protein, MazG, NrdC, NrdG, a ClpP-like
protease, an oxidoreductase, and aWhiB-like regulator. Gene 152
in Rey has no counterpart in the subcluster M1 phages but is
predicted to have a ParB domain-like fold and may play a regula-
tory role. The specific roles of these genes and their products are
not known. However, as noted above, mass spectrometry suggests
that theErf protein andperhaps theSSBprotein are virionassociated.
Inclusion of these proteins in capsids might make sense if they are
required for recircularization of terminally redundant genome ends
like Erf is in P22 (49), but genomic analysis shows that these phages
have cohesive termini with 11-bp ssDNA extensions at the 5= end
(Table 1), and such an involvement of Erf is unexpected.
Transcription signals. Mycobacteriophage promoters are ill
defined, and although some phages—including L5 and BPs and
their relatives—use SigA-like promoters (18, 50), others appar-
ently do not (41). A search for SigA-like promoters yields few
strong candidates in any of the cluster M genes that are consistent
with the gene organization, although we cannot exclude the pos-
sibility that regions with weaker matches for the SigA consensus
could be functionally important. Nonetheless, we predict that
there are likely to be at least five promoters for expression of the
five apparent operons. Factor-independent transcription termi-
nators can be confidently predicted, and we have identified six in
Bongo and PegLeg (Fig. 6 and 7) and eight in Rey (Fig. 8). The
locations in common to all three phages are at the extreme left
ends of the genomes following the leftward-transcribed operon, at
the end of the rightward-transcribed operons containing the
structural genes and lysis cassette, immediately before and imme-
diately following the groups of tRNA genes, and between int and
the upstream gene (Fig. 6 to 8). Bongo and PegLeg also have a
terminator immediately downstream of int (Fig. 6 and 7), and Rey
has one following the whiB gene (gene 79) and two within the
leftward-transcribed genes at the right end of the genome (Fig. 8).
Identification of the terminator upstream of the tRNA genes sug-
gests that there is likely to be an additional promoter located be-
tween the terminator and tRNA genes.
Conserved repeated sequences. There are at least four short
conserved repeated sequences in the cluster M phages that could
play regulatory roles. The first—which we refer to as conserved
repeat 1 (CR1)—is the 17-bp motif 5=-CTGACCTGCGATT
TABLE 2 Rey particle proteins identified by tandem MSf
Gene, identified protein
(n 13)
Molecular mass
(kDa)
Protein
identification
probabilitya (%)
Exclusive unique
spectrum countsb
Unique peptide
countsc
Total spectrum
countsd
Protein
coverage (%)e
Gene 22, major capsid 42 100 44 26 379 80
Gene 27, major tail 32 100 22 13 74 47
Gene 61, Erf 25 100 9 7 25 39
Gene 23, head-to-tail connector 18 100 6 6 15 42
Gene 19, portal 60 100 9 9 14 14
Gene 73, ssDNA binding 16 100 4 4 7 22
Gene 31, minor tail 34 100 4 4 6 15
Gene 39, minor tail 36 100 4 3 5 7.60
Gene 24, head-to-tail connector 13 100 4 4 5 32
Gene 65, ClpP-like protease 23 100 3 3 5 19
Gene 30, tapemeasure 236 100 3 3 4 1.20
Gene 26, head-to-tail connector 19 100 1 1 2 11
Gene 18, terminase 56 99 1 1 2 1.20
a Protein identification probability was calculated by the Scaffold (v4) program on the basis of the recovered spectra matched to those in a database containing only predicted
coding sequences in Rey.
b Exclusive unique spectrum counts, spectra identified in the data as matching only one specific protein in the database.
c Unique peptide counts, number of peptides with different sequences identified that matched a protein in the database.
d Total spectrum counts, all spectra from all peptide fragments generated that matched a protein in the database, including repeated matches.
e Protein coverage, percentage of identified peptides matched to the total length of the predicted protein.
f Peptides generated from an in-gel tryptic digestion of purified Rey particles were analyzed by tandemMS/MS, and the spectra were matched to those in a database generated from
predicted Rey proteins using Scaffold (v4). Proteins were considered positively identified if they contained at least one unique peptide, with a peptide threshold match of 95% (as
determined by the scoring algorithm of Scaffold [v4]) and a protein identification probability of 99%. Proteins were sorted by total spectrum counts, with all proteins having at least
two spectra. Use of these criteria led to the inclusion of the terminase and a head-to-tail connector protein as the penultimate match.
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ACAG (Fig. 9A). In Bongo and PegLeg there are five identical
copies of this asymmetric sequence (CR1-1 to CR1-5), four of
which are oriented in one direction and one ofwhich is oriented in
the other. Four related sequences are present in Rey, although one
shares the identical sequence, and the other three each have a
different 1-base departure. The consensus could plausibly be ex-
tended another 2 bases at the 3= end (Fig. 9A). In general, the CR1
repeats are located in analogous positions in Bongo, PegLeg, and
Rey (Fig. 6 to 8). An attractive plausible role of these sequences is
in the regulation of transcription, for the following reasons. First,
in each instance the orientation of these asymmetric sequences
corresponds with the direction of transcription of the genes im-
mediately downstream. Second, they are predominantly inter-
genic, although in both CR1-2 and CR1-4 the termination codon
of the upstream gene lies within the conserved sequence (Fig. 9A).
Third, two of them (CR1-3 and CR1-5) are positioned immedi-
ately downstream of a putative terminator, where they are posi-
tioned potentially to initiate transcription of the downstream
genes. Whether these sequences function directly in positioning
transcription initiation or act as sites for positive or negative reg-
ulation of transcription is unclear, but we note that some of the
sites are adjacent to plausible weak promoters; however, for two of
the repeats (CR1-2 and CR1-4), there is little additional space to
accommodate a promoter between the adjacent genes. Although
the length of the repeat is similar to that for promoters of phage
T7, there is no evidence for a phage-encoded RNA polymerase,
and detailed transcriptome analysis is needed to elucidate their
roles.
FIG9 Conserved repeat sequences CR1 andCR2 in clusterMphages. Conserved repeated sequences CR1 (A) andCR2 (B) in Bongo, PegLeg, andRey are shown,
togetherwith their flanking genes, the termination codon of the upstream gene (underlined), orientation (Orientn), and coordinates. CR1 andCR2 sequences are
boxed in red and purple, respectively, with their consensus sequences shown below. The directions of transcription of the flanking genes are indicated with
arrows. For sites in the plus (	) orientation, the top-strand sequence is shown; for sites in the minus () orientation, the bottom-strand sequence is shown. (C)
Alignment of the CR1 and CR2 consensus sequences shows that CR2 is a subset of CR1 but that whereas the CR1 consensus reflects the top strand relative to the
direction of transcription of the downstream gene (with the start codon shown in green), CR2 is in the opposite orientation.
Pope et al.
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A second set of conserved sequences contains a 12-bp sequence
(5=-GTGATTACAGGA) that is closely related to the 3= portion of
CR1 (Fig. 9B). However, it differs from CR1, in that position 2 of
CR2 is a nearly invariant T residue (with the exception of Rey
CR2-4), and in CR1 this is a nearly invariant C base (with the
exception ofCR1-5 inRey). In addition, the penultimate 3=base of
CR2 is an invariant G base, which corresponds to the variable
position (purine) in CR1 (Fig. 9A). Like CR1, CR2 is predomi-
nantly intergenic (the only exception beingCR2-9 in Rey, which is
within the coding sequence of gene 85). However, the correspon-
dence with the orientation of transcription of the surrounding
genes is inverted to that of CR1 and its surrounding genes. For
example, in Bongo, CR2-4, CR2-5, and CR2-6 all contain themo-
tif on the bottom strand, but the genes around CR2-4, CR2-5, and
CR2-6 are all transcribed rightward; CR1-1, CR1-2, CR1-3, and
CR1-4 are also among the rightward-transcribed genes, but the
conserved motif is on the top strand (Fig. 6 and 9C). The role of
CR2 and its relationship to CR1 are unclear. However, we note
that the motif is not common in other mycobacteriophage ge-
nomes.
A third set of conserved repeatsmay play a role in regulation of
translation initiation. In Bongo and PegLeg, there are six identical
copies of the 16-bp asymmetric sequence 5=-ACACACGGAGAA
GGGA (Fig. 10A), all located within the leftward-transcribed
operon at the right end of the genome (Fig. 6 and 7). We refer to
these as conserved repeat 3 (CR3). In Rey, there are three identical
copies of the repeat, another five with a single-basemismatch, and
one with a 2-base mismatch (there are no other sites with two
FIG 10 Conserved repeat sequences CR3 and CR4 in cluster M phages. Conserved repeated sequences CR3 (A) and CR4 (B) in Bongo, PegLeg, and Rey are
shown, together with their flanking genes, the translation start codon of the downstream gene (underlined), orientation, and coordinates. CR3 and CR4
sequences are boxed in green and blue, respectively, along with their consensus sequences aligned with the 3= end of the 16S rRNA ofM. smegmatis.
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mismatches or less in the genome; Fig. 10A); all are located in the
leftward-transcribed operon at the right genome end (Fig. 9).
These repeats are different but reminiscent of the start-associated
sequences (SASs) reported previously in the cluster Kmycobacte-
riophages (19) and have the following features. First, they are all
located immediately upstream of putative translation initiation
codons, spaced 6 to 8 bp from an ATG start (Fig. 10A). Second,
they contain a 5=-AGAAGGGAmotif that corresponds to a strong
ribosome binding site and is perfectly complementary to the 8
bases at the extreme 3= end of the 16S rRNA (Fig. 10A). Nonethe-
less, the conserved sequences extend beyond the 3= end of the
rRNA by an additional 8 bases, and it is unlikely that the sequence
is simply conserved for ribosome binding through interactions
with rRNA. The observation that these are constrained to a small
region of the genome is consistent with them playing a regulatory
role, perhaps through a phage-encoded function that modulates
translation initiation at these genes. The finding that both cluster
M and cluster K phages share these features—albeit with different
conserved sequences—suggests that this may be a more wide-
spread regulatory system than previously recognized.
A fourth set of conserved repeats (CR4) is also predicted to play
a role in translation initiation (Fig. 10B). In Bongo and PegLeg,
there are nine occurrences of the sequence 5=-AGAAGGGAA, and
there are six in Rey. Like CR3, CR4 is positioned upstream of start
codons (Fig. 10B), is 9 bp long, and is a partial subset of CR3,
containing the rightmost 8 bp of CR3 but extended for 1 addi-
tional base (Fig. 10B). The 8 bases in common with CR3 are per-
fectly complementary to the 3= end of the 16S rRNA, but the ad-
ditional invariant A residue at the extreme right end is not (Fig.
10B).While the conservation of this 1 base does not provide com-
pelling evidence for a regulatory system in addition to simply pro-
moting ribosome binding for translation initiation, we note that
CR4 is located primarily within the leftward-transcribed operon
at the genome right end, with the one exception being upstreamof
Bongo gene 40.We also note that CR4 is distinct fromCR3, in that
the spacing from the start codon is more variable (3 to 9 bp) and
the start codon is not always ATG, as seen with CR3 (Fig. 10).
In the cluster K phages, a subset of the genes with start-associ-
ated sequences is accompanied by an extended start-associated
sequence (ESAS) characterized by a conserved inverted repeat
(19). Its role is unclear, and the lack of potential G·U base pairs
precludes a clear indication of whether it represents a DNA rec-
ognition site for a regulatory protein or plays a role in RNA fold-
ing. We thus examined the cluster M phages for similar features
upstream of CR3 and CR4. Although an ESAS as such was not
observed, all six of the CR3motifs in Bongo are associated with an
upstream inverted repeat located within the intergenic space 20 to
40 bp upstream of CR3 (Fig. 11). Six of the CR4 repeats are asso-
ciated with a similar inverted repeat, and the three that do not
(CR4-1, CR4-2, and CR4-3) have only short intergenic upstream
spaces. The inverted repeats have the potential to form 12- to
16-bp paired stems in RNA, accommodating G·U pairing; most
form perfectly paired stems, and only three have any mispaired
bases in the stem (Fig. 11). None of these repeats contains a run of
thymines to their 3= sides and thus are not predicted to function as
transcriptional terminators. We propose that they may play a role
in conjunction with the CR3 and CR4 motifs in regulation of the
downstream genes, but the mechanism is unclear.
Clusters of tRNA genes in Bongo, Rey, and PegLeg. The cluster
Mphages have a set of 21 to 24 predicted tRNAgenes together with a
transfer-messenger RNA (tmRNA) gene locatedwithin a 5- to 7-kbp
span and interspersed with small open reading frames (Fig. 12A;
Tables 3 to 5). Most of these tRNAs are predicted with a reasonably
high degree of confidence, identified by both the Aragorn and
tRNAscan-SEprogramswith aCove scoreof20, although4 to6are
predicted with lower confidence because they either were not re-
portedbyAragornor have lower tRNAscan-SECove scores (Tables 3
to 5). Although these could be false-positive predictions, we have
included them because phage tRNAs may have noncanonical struc-
tures or atypical modifications to escape host-mediated destruction
(51). This is illustrated by comparison of the clusterM phage tRNAs
with those of M. smegmatis mc2155. Using tRNAscan-SE and in-
cluding only those tRNAs with Cove scores above a threshold
value of 20, the 47 predicted M. smegmatis tRNAs have a mean
Cove score of 74.30. In contrast, the Bongo, PegLeg, and Rey
tRNAs have mean Cove scores of 50.25, 47.91, and 45.70, respec-
FIG 11 Conserved stem-loop sequences upstreamof CR3 andCR4 in clusterMphages. CR3 sequences are boxed in green, andCR4 sequences are boxed in blue.
Stem-forming sequences are shown by arrows under the nucleotide sequences.
Pope et al.
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tively. The lower overall Cove scores for phage tRNAs may be a
reflection of the lower selective pressure on the phages compared
to that on the hosts, a phenomenon that has been noted with
respect to conserved residues of phage/host protein homologs. It
remains to be determined if all the phage-encoded tRNAs are
functional, but atypical tRNA structures appear to be common for
phage-encoded tRNAs. Some of the tRNAs have noncanonical
base positions or mismatches in stem pairings (Tables 3 to 5), but
a comparison of the three genomes suggests thatmany of these are
indeed functional (Fig. 12). For example, a tRNATyr(GUA) is con-
FIG 12 Organizations of tRNA genes in cluster Mmycobacteriophages. (A) tRNA cluster from each of the cluster M phages shown in a pairwise comparison to
each of the others, as drawn by Phamerator. tRNAs are colored by isotype. (B) Nucleotide sequence similarity of PegLeg and Rey tRNAs relative to Bongo tRNAs.
tRNA isotypes are listed in the far left column. Boxes with an X indicate that a genome does not contain that tRNA isotype. Two numbers are shown for Asp
(GUC); the number in parentheses is the similarity of the PegLeg and Rey tRNAs to each other rather than to the tRNA of Bongo. This tRNA was the only one
in which the PegLeg-Rey pair wasmore similar to each other than either of themwas to the Bongo isotype; thus, the remaining isotypes are shown in comparison
only to those in Bongo. (C) Single tRNA isotypes that appear only in one location in one cluster M genome and not in the corresponding locations in the others.
(D) Alignment of the tmRNAs in Rey and Bongo. The tmRNAs are identical at the 5= and 3= ends, with a large dissimilar segment in the center of the genes.
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served in all three cluster M genomes at syntenically related posi-
tions, even though these tRNAs are quite divergent at the nucleo-
tide sequence level (Fig. 12B). Each has different noncanonical
bases or base pairings, but the conservation of isotype and gene
order suggests that they are nonetheless functional. Similar pat-
terns are seen with other predicted tRNA genes (Fig. 12B; Tables 3
to 5).
The tRNA locus is the region of the greatest divergence be-
tween Bongo and PegLeg, and both are only weakly related to Rey
in this region (Fig. 12). PegLeg differs largely due to four HNH
genes, three of which are absent from Bongo and Rey. Interest-
ingly, there are five tRNAs [tRNATyr(GUA), tRNAMet(CAU),
tRNAGly(TCC), tRNAVal(UAC), and tRNAGlu(CUC)] where the
PegLeg sequences have diverged greatly from those in Bongo
(
35% identity)—although the isotypes are retained—and have
likely been acquired by horizontal genetic exchange; in addition,
PegLeg has a tRNAGln(UUG) that Bongo lacks. Four of these
[tRNATyr(GUA), tRNAMet(CAU), tRNAGlu(CUC), and tRNAGln-
(UUG)] are immediately adjacent to an HNH gene, and the other
two are nearby (Fig. 12). These HNH endonucleases are thus di-
rectly implicated in generating diversity within the tRNA reper-
toire, perhaps facilitating rapid adaptation to growth in new bac-
terial hosts that have poorly matched host tRNA abundances with
the phage requirements. This is reminiscent of the role of SegB in
tRNA inheritance in phage T4 (52). We note than in spite of the
low overall sequence similarity between Rey and the subcluster
M1 phages in this region, 17 of the tRNA isotypes are present and
in syntenically conserved positions. Although Rey lacks the M1
phages’ tRNASer(CGA), tRNASer(GCU), and tRNALeu(CAG), it
has acquired tRNASer(GGA), tRNAAla(CGC), tRNALeu(UAG),
and tRNALeu(CAA) (Fig. 12C).
Interestingly, each genome encodes tRNAs for all 20 isotypes,
with the exception of PegLeg, for which no tRNACys is predicted
(Fig. 13). However, this distribution is somewhat odd, as there
appears to be less than a complete coding set of tRNAs. Even if
wobble paring, superwobble pairing (53), and both canonical and
atypical tRNA modifications facilitate the reading of each two-
box, three-box, and four-box codon set, at least three additional
tRNAs would be required per genome to read the six-box codon
sets (Leu, Arg; Ser; Fig. 13). Both Bongo and PegLeg encode two
serine isotype tRNAs [tRNASer(CGA) and tRNASer(GCU)], but
they do not encode tRNA for the Leu and Arg codons AGR and
UUR, respectively (Fig. 13). Rey differs in that it lacks the tRNASer-
(GCU), but it also encodes a tRNALeu(CAA) (Fig. 13). We also
note that even decoding of all two-box, three-box, and four-box
codon sets would require unusual tRNAmodifications. For exam-
ple, the Bongo and PegLeg tRNAGly(UCC) and tRNAAla(UGC)
would not typically be expected to read all four glycine and alanine
codons, respectively, and there is no tRNA for decoding the iso-
leucine AUA codon [Rey has a tRNAAla(CGC)].
TABLE 3 Predicted Bongo tRNAs
Prediction confidence and
isotypea Anticodon Coordinates Aragornb Cove scorec Commentsd
Higher-confidence predictions
Trp CCA 54782–54853 Y 45.39 U2:G72, U31:G39
Asn GUU 55702–55773 Y 45.49 C9, G11, C24
Gln CUG 56854–56926 Y 45.18 C9, A32
Pro UGG 56930–57003 Y 41.05 A8, G21, G27:G43
Phe GAA 57490–57565 Y 67.61 U5:U68
Met CAU 57653–57724 Y 55.32
Arg ACG 58004–58078 Y 40.08 C8, G14, G21, C27:A43
His GUG 58081–58152 Y 44.41 T30:C40
Leu CAG 58492–58566 Y 57.37
Lys CUU 59586–59659 Y 54.24
Gly UCC 59782–59857 Y 39.55
Val UAC 59862–59934 Y 64.11 G48
Thr AGU 59938–60010 Y 69.47 U6:U67
Asp GUC 60125–60200 Y 54.17 C9, C19
Glu CUC 60202–60273 Y 55.20
Lower-confidence predictions
Arg ACG 56531–56604 Y 8.03 U6:U67, C10, 49A:65G, 30G:40A, C33
Tyr GUA 56609–56686 Y 11.78 C8, A11:C24
Ser CGA 57044–57127 N 4.09 C10, G11, C10:C25, G11:G24, C22,
C31:A39, G49:A65
Ser GCU 57299–57380 Y N U4:U69, A8, C9, C10, A11, U24, G25,
A54, U58
Cys GCA 58158–58230 Y 16.54 G54, G55, G58
Ile GAU 59660–59734 N 25.40 U1:U72, U19, G54, G55, A60
Ala UGC 60014–60087 N 9.25 A8, U9, U11:G24, U12:G23, C14, C15
a tRNAs listed with higher confidence are predicted by the Aragorn and by the tRNAscan-SE programs with a score of20; lower-confidence tRNAs are predicted either by the
Aragorn program or by the tRNAscan-SE program with a score of4.
b tRNAs were predicted using the Aragorn (v1.2.36) program. Y, yes; N, no.
c tRNAs were predicted using the tRNAscan-SE (v1.21) program, and Cove scores were identified.
d Departures from well-conserved base positions are noted, using standard numbering (the anticodon is at positions 34 to 36). The well-conserved positions are U8, R9, R10, Y11,
A14, R15, G18, G19, A21, R24, Y25, Y32, U33, R37, Y48, R52, G53, U54, U55, R57, A58, Y60, C61, and Y62. Noncanonical base pairs are shown as N:N.
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Comparison of the normalized synonymous codon usage
frequencies of the cluster M phages and M. smegmatis shows
similar codon usage preferences (Fig. 14). However, there is a
notable difference in codon usage between the rightward-tran-
scribed operon containing virion structure and assembly genes
(e.g., Bongo genes 12 to 39; Fig. 13) and the rest of the genome
(Fig. 13). For example, although this operon contains 42% of the
total codons, in Bongo (Fig. 13) and PegLeg (Fig. 13), it is almost
completely depleted of UUA (Leu), AUA (Ile), and the AGR (Arg)
codons (in Bongo, the only AUA codon is found in gene 12, the
first gene transcribed in the forward direction and of unknown
function, and the two AGG codons are in an early and possibly
untranslated part of gene 22 and in an untranslated part of gene
25, a reading frame expressed as the downstream part of the
programmed translational frameshift). Thus, late gene expres-
sion may be almost entirely dependent on the phage-encoded
tRNAs, and codons for which phage-encoded tRNAs are lacking
are absent. In Rey, the codon distribution is somewhat different
(Fig. 13), in that there are 14 AGG codons in the late operon,
and either it presumably uses a host tRNA for these or there may
be an unidentified noncanonical Rey-encoded tRNA for this func-
tion.
The tmRNAs encoded by Bongo and PegLeg are identical but
differ substantially from the Rey tmRNA. The 5= 133 nucleotides
share 94% nucleotide sequence identity, and the 3= 66 nucleotides
are identical, but the central 200-bp segments are virtually un-
related (Fig. 12D). The degradation tag is encoded within the
common 5= region, and the sequence departures give rise to
slightly different tags (AAFVDADYAVAA in Bongo and PegLeg
and AAFVAADYAVGA in Rey), each of which differs from the
host tmRNA-encoded tag (ADSNQRDYALAA). We note that all
three clusterMphages also encode aClp-like protease (e.g., Bongo
gp58), which could be specifically involved in degrading stalled
tmRNA-tagged proteins and releasing ribosomes for translation
of other mRNAs.
DISCUSSION
As the number of completely sequenced mycobacteriophages
increases, new genomes that are distinct at the nucleotide se-
quence level from previously described phages are isolated less
frequently. The cluster M phages thus represent an interesting
new group displaying a variety of novel features. We have sug-
gested previously that the broad span of mycobacteriophage
diversity and their broad range of GC contents reflects an evo-
lutionary history in which phages migrate rapidly across a
landscape of closely related but diverse bacterial hosts at rela-
tively high frequencies (20). The cluster M phages may thus
have accessed M. smegmatismc2155 as a host in their recent evo-
lutionary past but took a distinct evolutionary path, accessing a
spectrum of hosts that differs from that of mycobacteriophage
clusters. The various features of the cluster M phages thus likely
reflect not just their current adaptations to propagate inM. smeg-
matis mc2155 but also their requirements for prior hosts in their
evolution. The genomic differences between the subcluster M1
TABLE 4 Predicted PegLeg tRNAs
Isotypea Anticodon Coordinates Aragornb Cove scorec Commentsd
Higher-confidence predictions
Trp CCA 54522–54595 Y 45.39 U2:G72, U31:G39
Asn GUU 55442–55513 Y 45.49 C9, G11, C24
Gln UUG 56269–56340 Y 31.65 A5:G68, A32, A33
Tyr GUA 56725–56807 Y 30.23 C(Ins 7–8), C9, C10, U15,G25
Gln CUG 56976–57048 Y 45.18 C9, A32
Pro UGG 57051–57125 Y 41.05 A8, A21, G27:G43
Phe GAA 57612–57687 Y 67.61 U5:U68
Met CAU 58249–58324 Y 67.76 A11, U21, U24
Arg ACG 58604–58678 Y 40.08 C8, G14, C21, C27:A43
His GUG 58681–58753 Y 50.45
Leu CAG 59015–59089 Y 56.01 G11, C24
Lys CUU 60212–60285 Y 54.24
Gly UCC 60444–60520 Y 48.73 U14
Val UAC 60573–60644 Y 39.94 C9, G32
Thr AGU 60706–60778 Y 69.47 U6:U67
Asp GUC 60894–60967 Y 41.67 C9, A19
Glu CUC 61355–61429 Y 62.10 A11, U24
Lower-confidence predictions
Ser CGA 57166–57249 N 4.09 C10, G11, C10:C25, G11:G24, C22,
C31:A39, G49:A65
Ser GCU 57421–57502 Y N U4:U69, A8, C9, C10, A11, U24, G25,
A54, U58
Ile GAU 60286–60360 N 25.40 U1:U72, U19, G54, G55, A60
Ala UGC 60782–60855 N 9.25 A8, U9, U11:G24, U12:G23, C14, C15
a tRNAs listed with higher confidence are predicted by the Aragorn and by the tRNAscan-SE programs with a score of20; lower-confidence tRNAs are predicted either by the
Aragorn program or by the tRNAscan-SE program with a score of4.
b tRNAs were predicted using the Aragorn (v1.2.36) program. Y, yes; N, no.
c tRNAs were predicted using the tRNAscan-SE (v1.21) program, and cove scores were identified.
d Departures from well-conserved base positions are noted, using standard numbering (the anticodon is at positions 34 to 36). The well-conserved positions are U8, R9, R10, Y11,
A14, R15, G18, G19, A21, R24, Y25, Y32, U33, R37, Y48, R52, G53, U54, U55, R57, A58, Y60, C61, and Y62. Noncanonical base pairs are shown as N:N.
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and M2 phages perhaps reflect differences in the particular hosts
accessed within these evolutionary pathways. Likewise, although
phageWildcat does notmeet the threshold criteria for inclusion in
cluster M, it not only has a similar genomic architecture but also
shares most of the other cluster M features, including a similar
tRNA repertoire.
The four sets of conserved repeated sequences suggest in-
triguing possibilities for regulatory systems. In general, they
are all located in small intergenic regions and as such are rem-
iniscent of the stoperators in the cluster A phages that are sites
for repressor binding and silencing of transcription (14, 17).
The CR1 and CR2 repeats could be involved in transcription
initiation or regulation, and one or both could function as
operator or stoperator sites, although neither the promoters
that could be regulated nor the identity of the repressor genes is
readily apparent. The CR3 and CR4 repeats are more likely to
be involved in translational regulation, as they are closely
linked to predicted translational start sites and are reminiscent
of the SASs of the cluster K phages (19). As with the cluster K
SAS sites, the CR3 and CR4 repeats are devoid from the late
structural genes and are primarily restricted to the leftward-
transcribed operon at the right end of the cluster M genomes.
While these could be involved in promoting translation initia-
tion, it is also plausible that they mediate downregulation of
these genes during late gene expression so as to optimize the
availability of ribosomes for structural gene synthesis.
Analysis of the virion structural proteins bymass spectrometry
revealed the presence of three proteins that we did not expect to
find, an Erf-like protein, a Clp-like protease, and SSB. Although
we cannot exclude the possibility that these are contaminants aris-
ing from their abundance, it seems more likely that they are lo-
catedwithin the capsid. It is plausible that Erf and SSB play roles in
recircularization of the genome during infection, although the
genome contains cohesive termini similar to those of many other
phages, and a requirement for these functions is atypical. The
protease could plausibly remove host proteins that may bind to
the genome ends and inhibit circularization or perhaps modulate
the activities of the Erf-like and SSB proteins.
The tRNAs encoded by other mycobacteriophages—such as
L5, D29, and Bxz1—have been interpreted in the context of the
codon usage of the phage relative to that of the host (54–57).
However, given the unusual set of tRNAs in the cluster M phages,
we favor an alternative explanation. It has been shown previously
that bacterial hosts evolve mechanisms for phage resistance that
involve cleavage of essential tRNAs and that phages can counter
this by encoding their own tRNAs that resist cleavage (through
TABLE 5 Predicted Rey tRNAs
Isotypea Anticodon Coordinates Aragornb Cove scorec Commentsd
Higher-confidence predictions
Trp CCA 57088–57160 Y 36.86 G14
Asn GUU 57913–57986 Y 55.69 U6:U67
Ser GGA 58475–58548 Y 50.30 A1:A72, A2:A71, U19, G55
Ala CGC 58843–58915 Y 31.32 A5:C68, C10, A11:C24, G12:G23, C14,
U17, 26
Gln CUG 59197–59268 Y 33.32 U7:C66, A32
Pro UGG 59359–59434 Y 41.36 A8, 9, G11, G10:G25, G21, 26, A27,G43
Phe GAA 59833–59908 Y 56.09 U4:U69, U5:U68
Met CAU 60048–60120 Y 47.54
Arg ACG 60409–60487 Y 50.39 U9, G21
His GUG 60490–60564 Y 40.18 A54, U58, A60
Cys GCA 60672–60744 Y 38.12 A28:A42
Leu UAG 60998–61072 Y 42.05 U50:U64
Leu CAA 61076–61151 Y 51.68 G11, A28:A42
Lys CUU 61189–61260 Y 54.65 U21, U30:U40
Ile GAU 61261–61336 Y 47.92 U1:U72, U6:U67
Gly UCC 61425–61500 Y 40.71 C9
Val UAC 61563–61635 Y 61.45 G48
Thr AGU 61696–61773 Y 58.76 U9, U15, U21
Asp GUC 62051–62124 Y 44.73 C9
Glu CUC 62184–62255 Y 30.93 C27:U43, A54, A58, A60
Lower-confidence predictions
Tyr GUA 59005–59082 Y 8.14 Non-canonical D-loop, G49:A65
Ser CGA 59472–59556 N 5.35 C8:9, C12:U28, G25, C31:A39, G32, A48,
G49:A65, G51:T62
Gln UUG 61775–61848 N 19.77 C9, G10:U25, A54
Ala UGC 61885–61928 N 12.09 C7:U66, A8, U9, U12: G23C14, U15, G19,
non-canonical anticodon stem, G48
a tRNAs listed with higher confidence are predicted by the Aragorn and by the tRNAscan-SE programs with a score of20; lower-confidence tRNAs are predicted either by the
Aragorn program or by the tRNAscan-SE program with a score of4.
b tRNAs were predicted using the Aragorn (v1.2.36) program. Y, yes; N, no.
c tRNAs were predicted using the tRNAscan-SE (v1.21) program, and cove scores were identified.
d Departures from well-conserved base positions are noted, using standard numbering (the anticodon is at positions 34 to 36). The well-conserved positions are U8, R9, R10, Y11,
A14, R15, G18, G19, A21, R24, Y25, Y32, U33, R37, Y48, R52, G53, U54, U55, R57, A58, Y60, C61, and Y62. Noncanonical base pairs are shown as N:N.
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unusual bases, base pairings, or modifications). As all of the clus-
ter M phages encode an RtcB RNA ligase implicated in tRNA
repair (48), a similar scenario is plausible. Because these phages
encode a large set of tRNAs, it is possible that all or most of the
host tRNAs are destroyed and that the phage-encoded tRNAs are
the predominant ones used during infection. Destruction of host
tRNAs is not expected to occur in M. smegmatis, as most other
phages do not encode large tRNA sets but could have occurred in
FIG 13 Codon usage in mycobacteriophages Bongo, PegLeg, Rey and M. smegmatis mc2155. The left box shows the codon counts for all predicted protein-
coding genes in Bongo (A), and the right box shows those in the putative structural gene operon containing genes 12 to 39. The codons for which there is a
corresponding tRNA are shown in red, with the anticodon indicated. The total numbers of codons are shown below. Similar analyses are shown for PegLeg (B)
and Rey (C), with the putative structural operon in Rey containing genes 16 to 44.
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a different host in the recent evolutionary past of the cluster M
phages, providing a mechanism for resistance through abortive
infection.
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